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JobsDB.com launches the revolutionary RMS Dashboard
Split-screen display greatly enhances hiring efficiency

[29 July 2010 – Hong Kong]  JobsDB.com, the leading online recruitment network in Asia Pacific 
and the most used recruitment media in Hong Kong, continues to launch cutting-edge features 
to deliver an extraordinary experience for users. Only one month ago, it released the first ever 
Dynamic Job Search on Map, making job hunting a breeze for job seekers. The latest release 
promises to bring even more excitement to employers using JobsDB.com.

The RMS Dashboard in the upgraded Recruitment Management System (RMS) contains a 
whole host of technically advanced features, enabling recruiters to perform multiple tasks on a 
split-screen without annoying page changes. These include instant display of up to 100 
resumes, auto-opened attachments without the need for downloading, import resumes, a private 
applicant database, customizable folders and other new features, allowing a more 
comprehensive and quicker review of applicants and jobs.

Mr. Vincent Koo, Executive Director of JobsDB.com, said, “We believe in constantly innovating 
to improve the user experience of recruiters and job seekers.  In light of the vibrant employment 
scene, the new RMS Dashboard will allow employers to manage the increasing number of 
applicants in a more effective manner.”
 
The upgraded RMS will include the following new features: 

Viewing of multiple resumes without page change
The new split-screen multi-resume display, similar to that used by job seekers for jobs, offers up 
to 100 resumes to be viewed instantly without switching pages.

Auto-opened Attachments
Resume attachments are opened automatically in a preview pane on the same page, enabling 
employers to view applicants faster and more effectively (without spending time for 
downloading). Different document formats are supported by this new feature.
 
Import Resumes in Multiple Formats
Employers can import resumes in a variety of document formats, including image and text files 
such as .pdf and .ppt. This allows consolidation of applicants from different channels into a 
single system for processing.

Private Applicant Database
Employers can save all the resumes of applicants to form their own applicant database, and 
they can search for suitable talent at any time.

Customizable Folders
 Different jobs and applicants can be allocated to customised folders. Favourite folders can also 
be assigned for faster viewing of information.

– End –



Online Demonstration of New Features
 
An interactive demonstration of the new features can be viewed at 
http://www.jobsdb.com/dashboard
 
About JobsDB.com
According to Nielsen Opportunity Hunter Telebus Survey 2007-2010, JobsDB.com is the most 
used  recruitment  media  among  job  seekers  in  Hong  Kong.   Over  the  past  12 years, 
JobsDB.com has built  one of the largest member and résumé databases in Asia Pacific with 
over  14.6 million job seeker members and more than 220,000 corporate clients, offering over 
tens of thousands of job opportunities per day. JobsDB.com provides an advanced and powerful 
job  searching system for  job  seekers to  look  for  and apply  for  favorite  jobs  efficiently  with 
privacy, and a sophisticated yet user-friendly recruitment management system for employers to 
post job advertisements.

Biography of Mr. Vincent Koo
Mr.  Vincent  Koo,  Executive  Director  of  JobsDB.com,  is  responsible  for  the  operation  and 
businesses  of  JobsDB’s  Hong  Kong  headquarters,  the  branch  in  Malaysia  and related 
businesses in mainland China.
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